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ABSTRACT

The course “Developing creativity through literature, visual arts, and museum-based

instruction” is designed to provide a language learning program for EFL/ESL learners with

developing creativity through literature and visual arts in a museum-based context. This course

aims to improve speaking, writing, and reading skills, to develop critical thinking, creative

writing, and analytical thinking. This course is centered on being communicative, interactive,

student-centered, innovative, and stress-free. This course incorporates workshops, group works,

student journals, as well as projects and discussions, and analysis of different symbols,

metaphors, and imagery.

The deliverables of the course involve complete lesson plans and course materials. Also,

this project includes reflections and recommendations on the overall piloting experience.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) through its publications, conferences,

and affiliates, supports professional development and public awareness of the role that viewing

and visually representing our world have as a form of literacy (as defined in the

NCTE/IRA Standards for the English Language Arts). Researchers believe that educating

through museum-based instruction, visual arts, and literature will enhance the effectiveness of

the teaching and learning processes. There are many examples around the world, where teaching

through visual arts, literature, and museums-based instruction are used as a teaching tool to

trigger the importance of literature and visual arts and the effectiveness of studying through

museum-based instruction. These examples include; "Language through Art" at the Getty

Museum in Los Angeles. Also, the British Council's ESOL (English for speakers of other

languages) Nexus curriculum of using objects from the British Museum, and more.

It is an underestimated fact that looking at and expressing ideas about art improves

language skills. In our society, we underestimate the power and importance of literature, visual

arts, and museum-based instruction. Museum-based instruction and learning a language through

visual arts and literature are not relevant in Armenia. However, it is a creative and non-traditional

way to practice using a new language in a unique and uncommon context. This project and this

course are designed to suggest different variations of how to include arts and literature in the

teaching process to enhance and promote the productivity of the language learning process.

This study explores how visual arts, literature, and museums-based instruction can be

utilized as a resource to foster innovative SLA pedagogy that centralizes students' direct

experiences as essential to the language acquisition process. Also, this project explains the
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pedagogical basis for incorporating the visual arts into Second Language instruction. Also, it

examines different examples of programs that use this approach— "Language through Art."

In accordance with all of the crucial aspects of teaching a language through art and

literature, I have designed a course based on visual arts, literature, and museum-based instruction

for teenagers who study at the 11th grade of the Armenian State Pedagogical University's

(ASPU) high school. The course is designed to enlarge the learners' vocabulary and strengthen

their sociolinguistic competence by expanding their creativity through literary texts and visual

arts. Sociolinguistic competence is the ability of using language that is suitable for the targeted

social context. Communicative competence is one of the important aspects of effective learning

experience, and sociolinguistic competence is an integral part of it (Jobborova A., 2020).

Since this course is developed to enhance creativity, it concentrates on developing new views on

various hidden messages, metaphors, analysis of different symbols and imageries. The course

also attempts to boost each learner's creativity and individuality through many speaking and

writing strategies, as well as to develop good writing and speaking skills.

The activities of this course include a wide variety of international authors. The literature

and visual arts come from different countries and authors. The idea behind this is to provide a

diversity of texts and imagery to help students enlarge their horizons on understanding and

analyzing various perspectives of world-famous authors and the cultural background behind their

works. Due to pandemic reasons the lessons are held online with Zoom and online museums,

however, this course is designed in a way to fit face-to-face and in “real” museums as well as via

online platforms.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. The Role and Importance of Literature in Teaching English

Many authors, pedagogues, and linguists have proved that literary texts, especially poems

and short stories, effectively boost students' creativity. Émile Durkheim says that "language is

not merely the external covering of a thought; it is also its internal framework. It does not

confine itself to expressing this thought after it has once been formed; it also aids in making it"

(p. 32). Thus, teaching a language within literature has been a valuable root of authentic material

as it carries pieces of both the language and its beauty.  Nabin Chandra Marasini, in her research

study named "Teaching English Language through Literature," supports the idea that the mirror

of society is the literature, which itself includes linguistic characteristics, grammatical features as

well as aesthetic and the primary goal of teaching English through literature is to deliver joy and

creativity to those who learn through it.

Moreover, Alan Duff and Alan Maley believe that choosing entertaining materials,

coherent and short literary text in the form of poems and/or short stories, is essential in teaching

a language and promoting creativity. They believe that by choosing creative and easy tasks, we

stimulate students' interest. For example, these tasks can include modifying texts, adding a new

ending to an existing poem, writing a new poem, and guessing the title. These examples are

followed and used in this designed course as well.

Nabin Chandra Marasini believes that "Language teaching is incomplete without being

familiar literature in a real context. The teaching of language in isolation is not possible. The

students would have a solid foundation in language if they learned classics written literature by

literary writers like Shakespeare, Wordsworth, etc." (p. 3). According to J. A. Langer, literature

has an essential part in our lives, sometimes without our knowledge. It enables us to investigate
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ourselves and others, and it helps us to reflect on our inside and redefine ourselves. Also, it helps

us on the path of becoming who we are.  Literature is intellectually stimulating and humanizing,

allowing different views to examine thoughts, beliefs, and actions. Moreover, Langer states that

in a traditional second language classroom, literature is missing. Learners are often limited to

learning language in texts by low-level literal questions in classrooms because they do not have

the opportunity to experience language through personal and constructive interaction. According

to him, learners are mostly given fill-in exercises rather than other exciting and entertaining

activities that include literary texts aiming to improve their English skills.

A well-chosen poem or short story can transport the learners to new countries and cultures as

well as magical worlds. These can bring to robust emotional responses.  Students are encouraged

to reflect on their emotions and thoughts through literature (Marasini, 2019).

Poetry represents a vital part of second language development. Hadaway et al. (2001, p.

799) named the latter advantages of applying poetry in the second language classroom: 

1. Poetry's language is easy due to short lines,

2. Poetry can work as a strong foundation of theories,

3. Poetry provides a start towards diverse writing possibilities,

4. Repetition and rhymes in poetry help students perceive the meaning easily,

5. For enhancing fluency; poetry reading and choral reading is very effective,

6. By giving concise character outlines, pictures, and tales, poetry can be both oral and

written prompts of narratives.

Elster (2000) once noted that poetry is a powerful language source that encourages the discovery

of tone, word connection, and vision while expanding learners' semantic tools. On top of poetry's

artistic role, students improve their critical thought and creativity skills. Poetry improves

students' language skills and boosts their interest in using English as a form of

communication (Elting and Firkins, 2006).
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 According to Butler, literature has the power to improve L2 learners' analytical thinking

techniques (2006). Within literature, they can recognize the connections and see the differences

among their culture and other cultures. Thus, with the help of literature, students have the chance

to understand that there can be no correct way to think or feel, and no society can assume to

understand all of the answers. We all achieve viewpoint and insight toward our environment by

exploring diverse cultures and traditions (Leahy and Lo, 1997). Reading the literature of

different cultures provides learners an insight into the values and traditions of other communities.

Literature is a strong device in teaching the interconnection of social and cultural values and the

dilemmas in cross-cultural interaction (Strong, 1996).

  Modern research explains that literature performs a positive function in L2 learning (Cho,

Ahn, and Krashen, 2005; Hess, 2006). Students note a vocabulary improvement (Wang and

Guthrie, 2004) and a significant increase in reading comprehension (Holden, 2003). Besides,

literature gives L2 learners a mixture of pleasurable and understandable writings (Krashen,

2004), which enables learners to acquire a positive behavior towards learning a second language.

Those mentioned earlier, positive behavioral shifts are expected to head to more autonomous

reading, and this independent reading experience is helpful in second language acquisition (Kim,

2004). Dornyei (2005, p. 112) believes that the presence of literature during the lesson can assist

in building a positive motivational atmosphere in the class. Designing a strong literature second

language setting will improve students' intrinsic motivation (Morrow, 2004). 

2.2. Visual Arts and Museum-Based Instruction

 According to Kathryn Sederberg, both actual and virtual museums, integrated with

museum-based classroom materials, can advance students' knowledge and interest in language

and culture and find links between them. She believes that museum-based instruction boosts

dynamic and artistic experiences for the students due to the accent on interactive engagement.

Also, she states that learning with museums enables students to develop critical skills (2013).
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What is more, Bonnie C. Wilson, based on his study, affirms that museum-based instruction

leads to a more exciting and engaging language-learning experience, and while implementing

museum-based instruction, it's essential to highlight the power of visual arts, as it is an integral

part of it (2012).

One of the most common and widespread challenges teachers face in the classroom is

getting the students motivated. A lesson where students do not show interest or motivation is

considered as somehow a weak or failed lesson. Including visual art promises to enhance

motivation and engagement in the classroom (Gambrell & Koskinen, 2001), (Wilhelm, 2004). 

As mentioned above, visual art incorporation into the classroom increases student motivation,

which engages the students and, therefore, improves attendance (Baker et al., 2002). Students are

more involved in the content, and they have more motivation to attend the lesson and

participate. According to a research study conducted by Gaye Bayri, named "The Student

Perception of Visual Arts in the Speaking Classroom," which aimed to test the effectiveness of

visual arts in the classroom with the implementation of literary texts, it turned out that students

enjoyed the use of visual arts in their classroom, and most importantly what triggered them to

like it was the motivation that it increased. They've learned many new terms and symbols, they

became familiar with new cultures and traditions, and it seemed engaging and entertaining for

them.

 Students may practice critical thinking skills with the use of visual art. The real strength

of using visual art in the language classroom rests not in other academic fields of

accomplishment but in visual art's extraordinary achievements, such as promoting critical and

analytical thinking (Robert M. & Michael D., 2012). A literary review is a common way for

students to demonstrate their critical thinking abilities. Interpreting a work of visual art requires

the same knowledge as reading a piece of literature. Visual art interpretation is close to textual

interpretation. Interpreting art, like textual analysis, requires the learner to make similar

arguments regarding subjects, meanings, and forms within or between works. Learners must add
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their practices, experiences, and consciousness to a picture/painting to make it reasonable; in

other words, "to interpret a work of art is to make it meaningful" (Barrett, 2003 p. 1). 

 As many researchers believe, arts integration programs and lessons advance cultural,

educational, social, and academic learning results (Corbett et al., 2001), (Deasy, 2002), (Scripp

& Paradis, 2014).  There are links between the arts and academic success, according to recent

research results. For instance, a report states that students who take any form of art classes,

regardless of the number of years, have substantially higher SAT scores than students who do not

take art (Vaughn & Winner, 2000). 
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CHAPTER THREE: PROPSED PLAN AND DELIVERABLES

This chapter will provide a thorough explanation of the deliverables of the course project.

The course “Developing creativity through literature, visual arts, and museum-based

instruction”, is a twenty-hour course (two hours each class). The course is developed for

intermediate (high, mid, low) level of proficiency learners at the ASPU’s high school students of

11th grade.

3.1 Course Description

This course is designed to provide a language learning program for high school students

with developing creativity through literature and visual arts in a museum-based context. This

course aims to improve speaking, writing, and reading skills among 15-17 years old high school

students. This course incorporates workshops, group works, student journals, and projects, as

well as discussions and analysis of different symbols, metaphors, and imagery.

The governing value of this course is to develop critical thinking, creative writing, and analytical

thinking. This course's other governing values are; being communicative, interactive,

student-centered, innovative, stress-free, and designed so that the student feels like a "creator."

3.2 Needs/Situation Analysis

The course is designed for ASPU's high school students (11th grade). In this college/high

school, they offer their students different majors, and the major of these students is journalism,

so they are very enthusiastic and creative. They are twenty-four teenagers (minimum of nineteen
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of them attend the classes on a regular basis). They are aged from fifteen to seventeen. Their first

language is Armenian.

Last year, I had made a survey and asked them to complete it to understand their

preferences and design a course that will meet their preferences. The students are mostly

interested in mastering spoken English and creative writing. When necessary, I explain the most

basic grammar rules through patterns, when I see that they make mistakes or when they ask for

it.

The data was gathered in a number of ways: an anonymous survey and short interviews

via voice messages and Zoom. These tools have helped me understand and evaluate most of the

learners' needs and scopes of interest.

The survey was given in English.

Needs Analysis Questionnaire

What are your goals and expectations from this course?

Do you enjoy working with a pair?

Would like to have homework assignments and would you have time for that?

How do you feel about the idea of learning a language through literature and visual arts?

What are your preferred literary genres?

Are you interested in visual arts?

Would you like to have museum-based classes?

Based on the survey and short interviews, the following findings were revealed:

✔ Almost 90% of the students are interested in visual arts.

✔ They were enthusiastic about having museum-based classes.

✔ The idea of learning a language with visual arts and literature attracted them.

✔ They were open to trying new and creative activities to improve their language skills.
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✔ They were looking forward to improving their speaking and writing skills.

✔ Their preferred literary genres were mainly poetry and short stories.

✔ They would like to have homework assignments but not too much.

3.3 Goals and Student Learning Outcomes (Appendix A)

Setting the course's goals and objectives is one of the fundamental parts of this design

project. They were conducted and decided based on my perception of this course and based on

the needs of the students.

3.4 Assessment Plan (Appendix B)

We the help of an assessment plan, we can measure the effectiveness of the addressed

objectives and with the help of the assessment plan and we can collect information about

learners' progress. Regarding the circumstance that the students did not want to have tests or

other standard means of assessment, a choice was made to use alternative assessment.

Here are the alternative assessment samples used in this project:

✔ Pair Share Activity is used to evaluate the learners' skills by considering the problem with

a peer and later sharing it with the whole class.

✔ Journal Entries are used for training the learners' writing skills. In this case, the journal

entries as alternative assessment types are used for students' reflections about plots,

characters, authors, and more.

✔ In class participation and engagement. The students are regularly asked to prepare

mini-presentations. Both with pairs and individually, they are given certain vocabulary

items and design activities on those certain items and present it to the class.
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3.5 Learning Plan (Appendix C)

This language-driven speaking-based and writing-based course is created for

intermediate-level students based on different imageries and literary texts. The lessons are held

online, and during each session, the participants and the teacher visit online museums, and the

classes are held in accordance with these museums.

For having a better evaluation and more focused improvements, a modular approach of

sequencing is used for this course. This means that the units are not based upon each other, and

they are flexible; they can be easily converted and adapted. Each lesson is a complete unit.

The inclusion of museum-based instruction in this course aims to help students develop

creativity and strengthen analytical thinking. Literature and visual arts used in this course are

supposed to increase critical and analytical thinking. This course is focused on being

student-centered. Encouraging participation, discussions, and debates are considered to put the

students first by highlighting the importance of their ideas, thoughts, and perspectives.

Various strategies, methods, and techniques have been applied to support students in reaching

this course's goals.

3.6 Deliverables

While designing this course the following deliverables were included:

✔ A questionnaire for needs analysis

✔ Course goals and objectives

✔ Assessment plan

✔ Learning plan

✔ Course book with six units

3.7 Timeline for major steps
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The following section introduces the timeline for major steps:

✔ Needs Analysis – November 2020

✔ Draft on Literature Review – November 2020

✔ Proposal Presentation – December, 2021

✔ Creating Lesson Plans and working on the project – January-February, 2021

✔ Piloting the course – Early March - Mid April, 2021

✔ Turning in the final draft – April, 2021

✔ Capstone Defense – May, 2021

3.8 Piloting

This project is piloted amongst teenagers (high school students) with intermediate level

of English. The learners who are taking part in the piloting process are encouraged to attend

regular 140 minutes long online sessions and actively participate in the class process. The length

of each session is comfortable for the students, as they are used to it; in their high school all their

classes are two-hour long. The students are encouraged to share their experience of this course.
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CHAPTER FOUR: REFLECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Reflections

Arriving at conclusions and reflecting on what we have created and implemented is one

of the most critical aspects for improvements. Reflection provides us a place for progress and a

retrospect that helps us see and detect our strong and weak sides.

Working with teenagers is always fun. They are energetic, creative, curious, and active.

However, sometimes it can be challenging as well, as when we are working with teenagers, we

have to choose and design all the activities and materials attentively and appropriately. Also,

teenagers get bored quickly, and sometimes they have difficulties with concentration. That is

why I've tried to design this course as creative, inspiring, communicative, and student-centered

as possible.

During the seven-class long teaching process of ASPU's high school students, I've

realized that the process enhanced creativity and critical thinking in the students and in me as

well. At first, I was not sure whether the process would engage them or not, but during our first

lesson, I've realized that it would not be hard for me to keep them around and attentive, to have

them participate and get involved in the process. Most of the students who attended the classes

regularly are people who appreciate literature and art and know the importance and power of

museums and exhibitions. I shared their emotions and beliefs; that is why our cooperation

together was a success. Sometimes, when I felt that the topics were not very familiar to them, as

they include various cultures and artists,  I tried to bring connections and examples to give them

a bridge to understand and dig deeper into the topic. For example, when it was hard for one of

the students to improvise about mixing two works (Surrealism and Romanticism, Unit 6), I told

him to imagine that he has a picture of his dog in his hands and what he feels about this dog, he
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can add it to that picture. He said that he feels kindness when he looks at that dog, and I asked

him to imagine adding kindness to that picture; "What would it look like? Let's add that to your

imaginary picture." This example shows how some not planned and spontaneous acts and models

were used and implemented during these sessions.

While developing this course and creating its goals and objectives, it was a little bit

challenging for me as I wanted to meet all the expectations and needs of the students. However, I

can say that I was lucky because my topic is open to interpretation; it is very flexible, easily

adaptable, and friendly. The topic of this project is broad and creative, and it gave me a variety of

opportunities to choose various poems and artworks. As there are thousands of masterpieces in

these fields, I have had the chance to select the ones that I find exciting and engaging, especially

for teenagers, and it took me a long time to choose the appropriate materials. Also, I've spent a

lot of time creating and designing the illustrations of the coursebook. I wanted it to be

impressive, colorful, meaningful, and well-designed, and that is why I put my effort into

concentrating on every detail of every unit.

Another challenge that I faced was the pandemic, because of which the lessons were held

online. However, it helped me realize the effectiveness of online teaching. Because when

students were sitting in front of their screens, it made me feel that they are more engaged in the

process because everything is right in front of their eyes, and they can see every detail that I

wanted them to see.

Besides the coursebook, the online museums and exhibitions have helped me catch the

students' attention. Some museums have the tool to zoom in and click on the work of art and read

the information about the artwork. So, the fact of museums being online in this project was not

boring; however, of course, actual museums would be much more fun!

To conclude this reflection, I want to add that designing and piloting this course taught

me a lot, and this was one of the most exciting experiences in my life. After each lesson, I
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reflected on myself as a teacher, the materials that I have created, and the process. These

reflections also gave me much knowledge and experience. They helped me to make conclusions,

realize the challenges, and find places for improvements.

4.2 Recommendations

Useful and practical suggestions to those teachers who would like to implement this

course in their teaching contexts and classes are the following:

● Think of different variations of different locations (museums, exhibitions in Armenia) for

implementing this course. This course is suitable for both actual and virtual museums.

Due to pandemic reasons, it was implemented via virtual platforms. However, it can be

transformed into actual museums as well. Moreover, this way the course will be more

entertaining and engaging.

● Give students a chance to evaluate and assess each unit so that the topics of the units are

based on their interests and trigger their involvement in the learning process more

efficiently and effectively.

● Study the fields more in-depth, and bring more relevant topics and activities close to the

Armenian culture. However, the course aims to introduce different cultures to the

students and help them get familiar with these cultures; it might seem challenging for

them to learn in a context that is not familiar to them. Thus, try to make connections.

● Find ways to encourage students based on their progress. If the course is implemented in

an actual museum, try to motivate them by praising their work. For example, make

"Exhibition Thursday" event and show their works to the guests who they invited.

● Always model the first example for them to encourage them and make the task clearer to

them. Try to be a teacher who gives the resources to them and helps them build their

own, rather than a teacher who tries to evaluate their steps. Give them space to be as

creative as possible.
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https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/william-blake
https://www.getty.edu/museum/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Robert-Irwin
https://www.jstor.org/stable/community.15616756
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Claude-Monet
https://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/category/grammar/prepositions-0
https://www.poemhunter.com/avetik-isahakyan/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Martiros-Saryan
https://www.britannica.com/art/Surrealism
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Salvador-Dali
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/edgar-allan-poe
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/48632/spirits-of-the-dead
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Appendix A

Goals and Objectives

GOALS SLO

1. Enhance students’ speaking skills and critical thinking to
communicate and discuss visual art and philosophical
topics

● Create a discussion topic/idea an
well-developed speech.

● Enhance speaking fluency with o
before/after readings.

● Develop opinions based on discu
● Information transform from ready

analytical speech.
● Develop critical thinking while a

symbols, metaphors and imagery

2. Enhance students’ (creative) writing skills while
developing creative thinking and writing poetry

● Utilize stylistic devices (e.g., allu
● Write poems in the first-person p
● In class and homework analytica

regular basis.

3. Advance students’ vocabulary and its implementation in a
particular context

● Utilize the target vocabulary in w
● Utilize the target vocabulary duri

pair-works.

4. Develop reading skills ● Understand the idea of the text an
by skimming and scanning strate
from short paragraphs and poems

● Create a positive behavior regard
poems).
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Appendix B

Assessment chart

OUTCOMES

ASSESSMEN

Pair Share / Pair Work
Activities

Journal entries
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Create a discussion topic/idea and deliver a
meaningful, well-developed speech.

V

Enhance speaking fluency with oral discussion and
predications before/after readings.

V V

Develop opinions based on discussions, readings and
experience.

V V

Information transform from ready-made materials to
critical and analytical speech.

V V

Develop critical thinking while analyzing and

describing the symbols, metaphors and imagery

Utilize stylistic devices (e.g., allusion, antithesis) in
poetry.

V

Write poems in the first-person perspective. V V

In class and homework analytical and brainstorming

activities on regular basis.

V

Utilize the target vocabulary in writing poems and
expressions.

V

Utilize the target vocabulary during in class

discussions and pair-works.

V

Understand the idea of the text and the hidden
motives of the author by skimming and scanning
strategies used for targeted information from short
paragraphs and poems.

V

Create a positive behavior regarding literature

(literary texts and poems).

V V
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Appendix C

Scope and Sequencing

UNIT SPEAKING WRITING

1. GOOD vs EVIL 1.Name stories or
movies with good and evil forces
2. Elicit different samples of

opposites/contradictions in literature
they have read or films they have seen

3.  Discussion about Blake's poem
4. Brainstorming and discussion about

some other literary references to a
poisonous tree or fruit

5. Discussion about Blake’s painting
Satan Exulting over Eve

6. Final discussions with wrap-up
questions

1. Write about a moment or a period
in their life when they experienced
good vs. evil

2. Answer the questions in your
journals.

3. Create a poem inspired by what
we have learnt.

1

2

2. Garden

Design

1. Warm-up discussion questions
2. Discussion questions about the

painting
3. Designing a garden by answering

the discussion question

1. Writing ideas about gardens in
journals

2. Fill-in the worksheet I can
“feel, smell, hear, see” & From
my observations the garden “
looks like, smells like, feels
like, sounds like”

3. Self-portrait 1. Warm-up discussion questions
2. Answering the question regarding

self-portraits
3. Discussion on “Self-Portrait as

Midas” by Jean-Joseph Carriès

1. Creating a poem where Ss
imagine themselves as another
character
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4. Wrap-up discussion questions

4. Claude Monet
+ Prepositions

1. Warm-up discussion about Monet’s
two paintings

2. Understanding and discussing
Prepositions and Prepositional
Phrases

1. Writing about what they see
and feel about Monet’s two
paintings

2. Writing two poems based on
Monet’s two paintings and
using prepositions

5. Isahakyan and
Saryan

1. Discussion about Isahakyan’s
poetry

2. Opening question about Saryan and
his art

3. Discussion questions about
Saryan’s paintings

1. Journals writing; conclusions
about Av. Isahakyan's character
based on his portrait, his
writing, and his life.

2. Journal writing; conclusions
about M. Saryan's character
based on his artworks and his
life.

6. Surrealism
and more. All
mixed-up

1. Warm-up discussion about
Surrealism

2. Discussion (Q&A) about Dali and
his art

3. Discussing and analyzing Dali’s
“The Persistence of Memory”

4. Discussion about Edgar Allan Poe
and his works

5. Answering the questions about the
poem “Spirits of the Dead”

6. Pair-work discussion about mixing
the poem and the painting

1. Journal writing about
experience where Ss felt
constrained
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UNITS

Note:
Before implementing this course online the links below for each Unit should be opened.
These links are online museums and exhibitions. They will help to implement a
museum-based instruction and it will involve Ss deeper to the process of the lesson.

Unit 1: https://www.artic.edu/collection?q=william%20blake
Unit 2: https://exhibitiononscreen.com/films/painting-the-modern-garden/
Unit 3: https://npg.si.edu/online-exhibitions ,
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2806?
Unit 4: https://www.musee-orangerie.fr/en/article/water-lilies-virtual-visit ,
https://artsandculture.google.com/project/monetwashere
Unit 5: https://www.sarian.am/htmls_eng/sarian_works_main.html
Unit 6: https://www.surrealism.co.uk/gallery.html ,
https://beinart.org/pages/current-upcoming , https://www.thesurrealistartgallery.com/

https://www.artic.edu/collection?q=william%20blake
https://exhibitiononscreen.com/films/painting-the-modern-garden/
https://npg.si.edu/online-exhibitions
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/2806
https://www.musee-orangerie.fr/en/article/water-lilies-virtual-visit
https://artsandculture.google.com/project/monetwashere
https://www.sarian.am/htmls_eng/sarian_works_main.html
https://www.surrealism.co.uk/gallery.html
https://beinart.org/pages/current-upcoming
https://www.thesurrealistartgallery.com/
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